NEWBYGGING. See NEWBIGGIN.

NEWCOMEN, ROBERT, 470.

NEWDEGATE. See NEWDIGATE.

NEWBROUGH, ADAM DE LA, presented to Ramesham church, 302.

NEWHOUSE. See NEWHOUSE.

NEWELAND, NEWELANDE. See NEWLAND.

NEWELAND, NEULAND, JOHN DE LA, and ANNA HIS WIFE, 204.

NEWENHAM, JOHN, SON OF JOHN DE LA, 204.

NEWENHAM, JOHN DE LA, AND ANNA HIS WIFE, 204.

NEWIRON, ROBERT, SON OF WALTER DE, 334, 361.

NEWIRON, BY KURKEBY. See NEWNHAM PADOX.

NEWENHAM, CO. KENT, 243.

NEWENHAM, CO. DEVON, ABBOT OF, 422.

NEWENHAM, CO. OXFORD, 287.

NEWENHAM, CO. ESSEX, 186.

NEWENHAM, CO. YORK, 412, 420, 440.

NEWGATE, LONDON, PRISON OR GAOL OF, 231, 351, 386, 530, 598.

NEWGATE, JUSTICES OF GAOL DELIVERY FOR, 200, 403.

NEWGATE, BY DUBLIN. See NEWNAGATE.

NEWHAY [CO. YORK], 347, 348.


NEWHAY, ROBERT DE KELKEFIELD, PARSON OF, 178.

NEWHAY, PARSON OF, 178.

NEWHAY, ROBERT DE LA, 475, 542.

NEWHAY, WILLIAM DE, CLERK, COLLATED TO THE PREBEND OF NORTH MUSKHAM, 23.

NEWHAY, ROBERT DE LA, 475, 542.

NEWHAY, WILLIAM DE, CLERK, COLLATED TO THE PREBEND OF NORTH MUSKHAM, 23.

NEWHAY, ROBERT DE LA, 475, 542.

NEWHOUSE, NEWSHAM, NEWSOME [IN BROCKLESBY PARISH, CO. LINCOLN], ABBOT AND CONVENT OF, 305.

NEWHOUSE, NEWSOM, NEWSHAM, NEWSOM, [IN BROCKLESBY PARISH, CO. LINCOLN], ABBOT AND CONVENT OF, 305.

NEWHOLME-BY-WRESSEL, NEUSH, NEUSUM [IN HOLME BEACON DIVISION, WAPENTAKE OF HARThILL], CO. YORK, 347.

NEWHOLME-BY-WRESSEL, NEUSH, NEUSUM [IN HOLME BEACON DIVISION, WAPENTAKE OF HARThILL], CO. YORK, 347.

NEWHOLME-BY-WRESSEL, NEUSH, NEUSUM [IN HOLME BEACON DIVISION, WAPENTAKE OF HARThILL], CO. YORK, 347.